MAgical museums
FERENS ART GALRY

Explore some of our wonderful museums and
their amazing collections with this fun trail.
Please note, it is essential to book a separate time slot to visit each of our museums. Booking is
not required to visit the Museums Quarter Garden. To find links to our online booking pages,
please visit: www.hcandl.co.uk/museums-and-galleries

STREETLIFE MUSEUM
Can you find these vehicles as you go around the museum?

As you go around the gallery, can you find and draw your own version of…

A painting of a person?
We call these portraits.

A painting of a place or
somewhere in nature?
ICE CREAM

Hull Double Decker Tram
What is the number
of this tram?

Spotter Guide
As you go around the gallery, can you spot:

List what animals you see as
you go around the gallery.

Ice Cream Van
What is the name of the
company this van
belonged to?

Explore the
street scene
What foods can you see for
sale in the Co-op?

An artwork with an
animal in it
An artwork which
shows a river or sea
A sculpture
An artwork which has
flowers or plants in it.
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Find the pharmacy.
What is the number
of the shop?
Find the signal box. Where is it from?

AEC Regal Mark III
Where is this bus going to?

Find our collection of
early motor cars.
Draw your favourite car here:
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Hull and East
Riding Museum
As you explore the museum, see if you can find the following things.
An object which was used for hunting, for
farming, or for preparing or serving food.

Explore our beautiful gardens next to the Streetlife
Museum and Hull and East Riding Museum

Explore the Maze
We have a hedge that looks like a maze in our garden! Can
you find your way around the maze below with a pencil?
.

Start

An old tool, for example, an axe

What is the object called?

What object have you found?

What was it used for?

What do you think it was used for?

Bird spotting
A piece of pottery

A piece of jewellery

What have you found?

What kind of jewellery is it?

Sketch the object here:

When is it from?

A roman mosaic
What pictures can you see in it?

These types of birds can sometimes
be seen in the Museum Garden.
Can you see any of these today?

Finish
There is lots to see in the
garden. Can you find….

Wood Pigeon
The pond
Great Tit
The Larkin Toad
Magpie

Pied Wagtail

The Mahatma
Gandhi sculpture

